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The generation of near-IR surface plasmon resonance in gold-coated tilted fiber Bragg gratings is
strongly dependent on both the polarization state of the transmission light and the property of confining
materials (including the coating materials and surrounding media). These dependencies can be advan-
tageously used to demodulate the amplitude spectrum and retrieve the surrounding refractive index.
In this paper, we present an automated demodulation technique that measures the surrounding refrac-
tive index by comparing the differential amplitude of resonance peaks near the plasmon attenuation for
two orthogonal amplitude spectra recorded in the same operating conditions. A mean sensitivity of more
than 500nm per refractive index unit is reported. This new refractive index measurement method is
shown to be accurate to 5 × 10−5 over a full range of 0.01 in water solutions. © 2011 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: 060.2370, 240.6680.

1. Introduction

The field of refractometry is wide and it covers im-
portant applications in the chemical and food indus-
try, environmental control, or medical analysis. For
some of these applications, a miniature and therefore
minimally invasive sensor would be very beneficial.
So, fiber-optic-based refractometers were developed
during the past few years as, thanks to their small
dimensions and remote operation, they present
decisive advantages over traditional prism-based
transducers. To obtain an accurate measurement of
the surrounding refractive index (SRI) changes with
an optical fiber sensor, the guided light has to be
brought into contact with the surrounding medium
of the fiber. Hence, fiber gratings that couple light
from the core toward the surrounding medium are
privileged over misaligned splice or etched fiber re-
gions as they keep the fiber integrity [1,2]. In this

work, we use tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBGs),
which have been demonstrated to be accurate fiber-
optic refractometers, allowing remote detection
in very small volumes [3]. Moreover, unlike long per-
iod fiber gratings, TFBGs provide temperature-
insensitive measurements [4,5].

A TFBG is a short-period grating tilted by a certain
angle with respect to the fiber axis. The typical
TFBG transmitted spectrum is composed by reso-
nances at different wavelengths. The longest wave-
length is called the Bragg wavelength (λBragg) and
corresponds to the coupling between the co- and
contra-propagating core modes. Other resonances re-
sult from the coupling between the core mode and
contra-propagating cladding modes of the fiber. Clad-
ding modes propagate near the cladding-external
medium interface yielding a TFBG amplitude spec-
trum sensitive to the SRI [6].

To retrieve the SRI from the TFBG amplitude
spectrum, two main demodulation techniques have
been proposed. The first method is a global technique
that consists in measuring the area delimited by
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the cladding modes in the TFBG transmitted ampli-
tude spectrum [3]. The second method consists in
measuring selective cladding mode resonance shifts
relative to the core mode resonance, as the spacing
between the Bragg wavelength and a cladding mode
resonance yields temperature-sensitive SRI mea-
surements [4]. Besides these techniques, another
method is a power-referenced detection based on the
measurement of the normalized TFBG transmitted
power [7]. These methods offer a good repeatability
and allow to know the SRI with an accuracy of the
order of 10−4.

To improve the sensitivity to the SRI, a nanoscale
gold coating has been deposited on TFBGs. Thanks to
this nanoscale gold coating, the generation of surface
plasmon resonances (SPRs) can occur. Indeed, the
nonzero evanescent fields of the cladding modes ex-
tend outside the cladding and hence into the metal
film. When the effective refractive index and the po-
larization state of the cladding modes are equal to
those of the plasmon wave, there is a transfer of en-
ergy to a plasmon wave across the metallic surface.
The advantage of the TFBG is that it excites tens to
a hundred of cladding modes, which is equivalent to
optical rays hitting the cladding-metal interface with
different angles of incidence, ensuring excitation of
the SPR at some particular wavelengths. The useful-
ness of gold-coated TFBGs was demonstrated for ac-
curate refractometric purposes [8], opening the way
to in situ biosensing.

Recently, it was demonstrated that light polariza-
tion plays a crucial role not only in the generation
of SPRs but also in the subsequent amplitude spec-
trum demodulation [9–13]. The use of two particular
orthogonal polarization light states (maximizing and
minimizing the SPR signature in the amplitude spec-
trum) automates the demodulation technique and
improves its sensitivity to the SRI [14,15]. In these
works, the unique signature of the TFBG polari-
zation dependent loss spectrum was exploited to
achieve a minimum detection level of 1 × 10−5 over a
range of 10−4 in SRI. We propose here an alternative
methodology that is simpler to automate and that
provides a direct measurement of the SRI across a
wide range of values without ambiguity and without
loss of resolution. This method is based on the com-
putation of the wavelength and amplitude between
corresponding resonance peaks for both orthogonal
amplitude spectra. In addition, it yields important
insight about the particular behavior of orthogonal
polarization modes with respect to the SRI. The de-
tails of the method are given in section 2. Section 3
presents the results obtained using that particular
technique.

2. Experiments

Our experiments were conducted with the setup
presented in Fig. 1. The sensor is composed of a
1 cm long TFBG characterized by an internal tilt
angle equal to 10° and written into hydrogen-loaded
single-mode fiber using a pulsed excimer laser

emitting at 248nm. The TFBG is covered by a
50nm gold coating deposited by a sputtering process
to create a TFBG-SPR refractometer. The deposition
is made in two steps. Firstly, a gold deposition is
performed with the fiber placed horizontally above
the target. Secondly, we operate a rotation of 180°
of the fiber along its axis for another deposition in
the same operating conditions as the first one. The
fiber orientation was carefully positioned in the sput-
tering chamber to ensure that the tilt plane inter-
sects the regions of higher gold thickness facing the
sputtering source.

The amplitude spectrum of the TFBG is collected
by an optical vector analyzer (OVA) from Luna
Technologies offering a measurement resolution of
1:25pm. A linear polarizer is placed between the
OVA optical source (OUT) and the TFBG-SPR sensor
to modify the polarization state of the incident light
launched into the refractometer. The TFBG-SPR
sensor was immersed in a water-salt mixture that we
dilute during the experiment to modify its refractive
index. The changes in SRI value are calculated on the
basis of the added volume and the temperature of
the mixture. The latter were measured with an ac-
curacy of 0:1ml and 0:1 °C, respectively, to control
the refractive index changes with high precision.
During the experiment, a maximum variation of
about 0:5 °C was measured, which was confirmed by
a shift of λBragg in a range of 5pm (λBragg shifts by
∼10pm=°C). This temperature variation impacts the
SRI determination. Since all resonances shift by the
same amount under temperature change [4], we have
used the Bragg wavelength as a reference to correct
the SRI values from the impact of temperature var-
iations. As a result, we get a nominal refractive index
uncertainty equal to 1:2 × 10−5 RIU [16].

The setup is used to set orthogonal light states and
obtain both specific orthogonal amplitude spectra re-
quired for the demodulation step. These two orthogo-
nal states of polarization are the ones for which the
SPR is maximized (polarization state x) and mini-
mized (polarization state y). Their amplitude spectra
are depicted in Fig. 2 for two different SRI values
at the ends of the investigated range. During our ex-
periments, we have measured the evolution of the
amplitude spectrum for both polarization states and
for different SRI values. As we can see in Fig. 3(a),
the amplitude and the wavelength of the cladding
mode resonances for the polarization state x vary
significantly with an SRI modification (Δn) of ∼10−2.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the demodulation technique used to interrogate
SPR sensor.
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For the orthogonal polarization, the behavior is oppo-
site as the amplitude and wavelengths of the clad-
ding mode resonances remain quasi unaltered by
small SRI changes [see Fig. 3(b)]. These particular
observations led us to study the differential ampli-
tudes and wavelength of corresponding (adjacent)
cladding mode resonances in the two spectra. In or-
der to do this, an algorithm has been implemented to
automatically detect the cladding mode resonances
both in amplitude and in wavelength for the two
spectra. The resonance peaks detected in the x and y
amplitude spectra are respectively indicated by dots
and triangles in Fig. 4. This figure shows the critical
region around the SPR signature where care was ta-
ken to ensure a proper detection of the claddingmode
peaks. Note that the algorithm is able to differentiate
local extrema corresponding to cladding modes reso-
nances in the x spectra from residual y modes indi-
cated by an arrow in Fig. 4. Indeed, we noted that
these parasitic peaks appear all on the right of the
SPR signature and that their wavelengths co-
incide with the wavelengths of the cladding mode

resonances observed in the orthogonal polarization
state y spectrum. These particularities allow us to
filter them out of the interrogation algorithm and to
keep only the significant resonances.

3. Results and Discussion

From the detection of the resonance peaks described
in Section 2, we compute the differential wavelength
(Δλx;y) and amplitude (ΔAx;y) between two corre-
sponding minima of the x and y amplitude spectra
(one dot and one triangle). To reduce the ripple
caused by the high resolution measurement, we op-
erate a smoothing (adjacent averaging) of the raw
data. Each point of the evolution is equal to the aver-
aging of seven adjacent samples around its position.
The results of the computation are given as a func-
tion of the wavelength and for different SRI values
in Fig. 5 and 6.

We observe that the differential wavelength evolu-
tion is discontinuous near the SPR. The position of
the discontinuity changes with the SRI and reflects
the SPR signature. For an SRI variation of 10−2, we
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Fig. 2. Orthogonal transmitted amplitude spectra with SPR
signature maximized (state x) and minimized (state y) for the re-
fractive index of (a) ∼1:33 and (b) ∼1:39 (nref ).
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Evolution of transmitted amplitude spec-
trum (a) for the polarization state x and (b) for the polarization
state y as a function of Δn.
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Fig. 4. Zoom on the plasmon resonance with cladding mode reso-
nances detection (dots in x spectrum and triangles in y spectrum).
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get a total shift of ∼5nm. However, this shift is not
linear because there is a superposition of several dif-
ferential wavelength curves obtained for different
SRI changes of the order of 10−3. We believe that this
particular behavior can be attributed to the fact that
resonances at the SPR peak are too attenuated and
broadened to allow a measurement of the resonance
position that has the necessary accuracy to resolve
picometer level wavelength shifts as previously indi-
cated in some of early experimental investigations
[9,14]. By consequence, we are not able to retrieve
the SRI with an efficient accuracy using only Δλx;y.
In contrast, the differential amplitude curves shift
linearly and smoothly with the SRI. The total shift
observed is about 6nm for an SRI variation of
10−2. Figure 7 is a zoom on the evolution of ΔAx;y for
different SRI changes around 1560nm. This figure
illustrates the method followed to retrieve SRI. We
track the wavelength for which ΔAx;y is equal to
8dB (value corresponding to the middle of the tran-
sition zone). These corresponding wavelengths are
presented as a function of SRI changes in Fig. 8.
The response is linear and we obtain a mean SRI
sensitivity of 535nm=RIU (refractive index unit)

with a high correlation (99.95%). Other detection
thresholds from 4:5dB to 9:5dB were tested and
gave similar SRI sensitivity comprised in a range
of about 538nm=RIU� 4nm=RIU. The vertical de-
viations from each data point to the fitted line are
measured to define the root mean square (rms) of
the error on the wavelength and thus define the SRI
uncertainty. The results indicate a rms refractive
index uncertainty of 5 × 10−5. The measurement er-
rors on the SRI (1:2 × 10−5) and on the wavelength
(1:25pm) are reported in Fig. 8 but do not appear
clearly because the errors are very low in comparison
to the full range of SRI.

The possibility of automation, thanks to the algo-
rithm developed to treat the amplitude spectra,
remains the main feature of this demodulation tech-
nique, with the added benefit that a single algorithm
is used to identify both the absolute value of the SRI
over a wide range (1:32–1:39RIU) and very small
changes around that value. To improve further the
degree of automation and so the processing speed,
a modification of the setup described in Fig. 1 could
be to use a polarizing beam splitter and a two port
detector behind the SPR sensor as proposed in [15].
In doing so, we would be able to collect rapidly both
orthogonal amplitude spectra and to obtain the de-
ducted SRI in less than a few seconds.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated the operating
principle of an automated demodulation technique
for a TFBG-SPR refractometer. The SRI value is de-
duced from the differential amplitude of correspond-
ing resonance peaks near the plasmon attenuation
for two orthogonal amplitude spectra. The method is
automated, easy to implement and provides an abso-
lute measurement of SRI over a full range of 1.32
to 1:39RIU with a demonstrated uncertainty of at
least 5 × 10−5.

The authors acknowledge the Wallonia (Sensendo
and Opti2Mat projects), as well as the Interuniver-
sity Attraction Pole of the BelSPo photonics@be.
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